INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL

FRENCH SOCIETY AND IDENTITY
June 27th – July 8th 2016
Discover France and true French “Art de vivre” in Lyon

Why Lyon?
Because Lyon is a city full of enchantment, full of life, full of history. Classed as a World Heritage Site by
UNESCO since 1998, the former capital of the Gauls is also known as the “Capital of French gastronomy”.
To experience France and true French art de vivre, you have to come to the city of Lyon!

Why our university?
Because:
-

Choosing Jean Moulin Lyon 3 University means access to high quality education in the heart of
the city of Lyon.

-

Jean Moulin Lyon 3 University is open to students throughout Europe and the world, and has
resolutely intercultural perspectives.

-

Our Summer School will give you the opportunity to discover French culture and society through
interesting courses in English focusing on business and law-related topics, the humanities and
political science. The academic experience goes hand in hand with tasty and entertaining
cultural activities.

Our programme is open to any participant who wants to discover France, Lyon and French culture and
society.

Course overview
French society and identity Summer School 2016 proposes different courses on cultural and academic
subjects, in the areas of business, the humanities, law and political sciences. The main language of
instruction is English.
Courses, which run for around 5 hours per day, will give participants the opportunity to engage on both
theoretical and practical levels. By way of added value, the programme contains around 10 hours of
French language classes, and seeks to attract participants with same basic knowledge of French. However,
absolute beginners can be integrated. The “survival French” classes are designed to facilitate integration
during the stay in Lyon.

Language requirements: English - level corresponding to European framework B2 or TOEFL IBT 80
points / IELTS 6 points.

Provisional courses*
Survival French
Lyon, the city of canuts and traboules
French foreign policy
Doing business in/with France (intercultural and legal aspects)
French social diversity and its history
French history in film
French society and cuisine (Living to eat and not eating to live)
*Subject to change

A certificate will be delivered at the end of the programme.

Cultural activities:

Lyon guided tour, excursions to the medieval town of Pérouges and the
Beaujolais, visit of Lumière film museum, cruise on the Saone and Rhône rivers, Cuisine workshop.

Fee
Option 1: 2.000 euros (This includes courses, cultural activities, welcome breakfast, farewell dinner and
accommodation in individual rooms in a university residence)

Option 2: 1.700 euros (This does not include accommodation)

Registration dates: Between April 1st and May 1st 2016
For your registration or questions, please contact:
Ms. Anca-Laura STOIAN, International Relations Office, Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3
summerschool.ri@univ-lyon3.fr
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